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Abstract: Due to electrical variations presented in the power line especially the On/Off voltage variation, the estimated 
reliability of electronic devices such as DC motors, differs from the real reliability estimations. Thus, in this paper, a 
reliability analysis that incorporates the analysis the effect of On/Off voltage profiles in the behavior and reliability of DC 
motors is presented.  The proposed model is based on Inverse Power Law model, the Weibull distribution, accelerated life 
testing and step stress techniques. The parameters of the model were estimated via maximum likelihood. The case study is 
based on DC motor fan employed in the cooling system of laptop computers; the dc motors are submitted to On/Off voltage 
stress in cycles of ten seconds during one hour. The solution of the model provides via characterization life how the On/Off 
stress profile affect the device performance and its critical reliable analysis. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Today electrical loads are more sensitive to electrical variations presented in the power lines. Therefore, Power 

Quality (PQ) is a fundamental aspect in the calculation of the reliability for this kind of devices. Mendez et.al (2016) 
established that one of the main PQ issues that affects directly the behavior and performance of electrical load are the 
impulses On/Off cycling. The consequences of On/Off cycling in electronic devices are related to loss of data, possible 
damage, systems halts, malfunction, etc. 

Many authors have been investigated the On/Off stress profiles in reliability analysis.  Teng & Kolarik (1989) 
developed a model that incorporates the On/Off voltage profiles for DC motors under two operating policies, while under 
multiple stresses the proposed model was developed via the based on the 2-parameter Weibull proportional-hazards. Other 
applications of On/Off stress profiles in reliability analysis can be found in Maruit (2012). 

Based in the information presented above, this papers presents and discuss a reliability analysis that incorporates the 
effects of the On/Off voltage stress in DC motor fan employed in the cooling system of laptop computers; the dc motors are 
submitted to On/Off voltage stress in cycles of ten seconds during one hour. The model is based on the Inverse Power Law 
(IPL), the Weibull distribution and the General Weibull-Exponential model.  The parameters calculation of proposed model 
was performed via Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE). Additionally, a 95% confidence bounds of the parameters are 
presented in the analysis. 

The results of this study can be applied to current or voltage conditions that are major sources of damage to 
electrical devices. Also, with this kind of studies is possible to understand and improve the warranty time when the On/Off 
voltage profiles appear into the power lines and affects directly the performance of electrical and electronic devices. 
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